Summary.-The cross-section for production of v-~ pairs by highenergy leptons in the nuclear Coulomb field is calculated in the standard theory, allowing for arbitrary polarization of the incoming lepton beam. The differential distributions of the outgoing charged lepton are studied, showing that the scattered lepton peaks at low energies and emerges at appreciable angles. Incoherent contributions to the cross-section are also discussed. PACS. 13.60.-Photon and charged-lepton interactions with hadrons.
-Introduction.
The trident production of neutrino pairs by high-energy leptons in the nuclear Coulomb field has been studied in the last years as a possible way to look for the number of lepton generations (1-3). In general, the nuclear coherent process (2) ~-(pl) + ~z(P) -~ e-(p~) + ~(p3) + ~(p4) + ~z (F) is mediated by both neutral-current and charged-current weak interactions,
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x. PICH and J. BERNAB~U when v refers to the doublet partner neutrino of the incoming lepton. Using the V--A character of charged currents, it is immediate to prove the suppression, by lepton mass factors, of this contribution for right-handed helicity of the incoming negative lepton. Therefore, selecting lepton beams with the appropriate helicity~ the process (1) is described by an incoherent sum of neutralcurrent exchanges for each of the neutrino species. The total cross-section for right-handed incoming leptons has been studied recently (~), in the high-energy limit, obtaining analytical expressions for the virtual-photon mass distribution. Numerical estimates of the unpolarized cross-section have also been given, by using the equivalent photon approximation (3). This method seems to work quite well for incident muons, but it does not for electrons by as much as 70 ~/o (4).
In this paper we perform a detailed study of the process (1) allowing for arbitrary polarization of the lepton beam. For left-handed helicity, the chargedcurrent contribution can be related to the neutral-current one by a Fierz transformation. Furthermore, aside of factorized constants, the neutral-current contribution comes out to be helicity independent, so the polarization dependence of the cross-section amounts to a global factor only. We calculate the differential leptonie distributions. Our results are similar to the ones predicted (6) by the V --A--with only charged currents--, showing that the scattered lepton peaks at low energies and emerges at appreciable angles. These features are of importance in order to be able to separate in an actual experiment our process from the enormous background.
Noncoherent nuclear contributions to the cross-section are also discussed. While the corrections induced by the quasi-elastic peak show to be of some relevance, other possible contributions result negligible.
-Amplitudes.
The lowest-order contributions to process (1) are given by the diagrams of fig. 1 . Charged-current interactions (diagrams 3)-5)) are only present when the final neutrino is the doublet partner of the charged lepton, whereas the neutral-current ones (diagrams 1), 2)) give the same contribution for each of the neutrino species.
We study the process in the high-energy limit (E 1 ~ m), and take the contact limit for the two weak currents. This is justified by the fact that the present and near-future muon beam energies are still too low for the manifestation of boson propagator effects. Diagram 5) is suppressed because it has an extra (4) A. PICtt and J. BERNAB]~U: J. Phys. G, 8, L65 (1982) . (5) K. FUJIKAWA: A~n. Phys. (N. Y.), 68, 102 (1971) . 
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whore the m~trix elements of the loptonic ~mplitudes are 
N~ ----~(p,)y"(1 + ys)u(p,).
A. PTCH and z. B:E:RNAB]~U q~ --(P --/)')~ is the virtual-photon momenta, E(q 2) is the nuclear form factor and v is the vector coupling of the Z ° boson to the charged lepton. We have assumed the nucleus to be spin.less in order to write the matrix element of the nuclear current,
With vertices of vector character there is conservation of helieity for Ez >> m, so the charged currents axe suppressed for right-handed helicity incoming leptons. For left-h~uded helieity, it is possible to rel~te the charged currents with the neutral currents by a Fierz transformation. We obtain (see appendix A) 3. -Cross-section.
The cross-section of process (1) can be written as
where M~,,(pl, q) plays the role of the leptonic electromagnetic tensor
and (11) / 1 _+ 2($t,t,~ 2
To proceed with the evaluation of Mu~, we introduce ~ set of invariant variables (12) x~ = --q2 , x2 = (pt" q) , x3 = (p~" q),
in terms of which we write the invariant integrands. Since the neutrino pair is not detected experimentally, it is convenient to start with the integration over the four-momenta p~ unrip4. The only dependence on these variables is through the tensor A "Q, and it is obvious that these integrations can only depend on the Z ° four-momentum k~'= (p~ ~-q--p2)t,~ so we have
whore al and a: are invariants. :Note that Pq is symmetric. The piece of M,~ relevant in eq. (9) is its symmetric part. In the three terms of B~e, the symmetric part under # +-~ v exchange has an helicity dependence which is antisymmetric under a+-~ ~ exchange. Under contraction with F 0, we conclude that the symmetric part of the electromagnetic tensor M,~ becomes helicity independent.
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To evaluate the coefficients al,2 it is necessary to calculate only certain combinations of the I "Q components~ i.e.
al : 1% 4(p~ k) 2 PlGPl@ IG0 ,
The to3 and P4 integrations are easily computed in the centre-of-mass frame of the neutrino pair (k-----0, ~ = ~, /61 e plane (y = 0)) and we obtain (15) The k"kq term can be neglected when contracted with Bv.aQ, because it leads to a term proportional to the lepton mass. We then have
Ma.(pl, q)~---~ ~ (x,--2(x~.xa--xs))S~.,~ ~ •
As pointed out above, the relevant part of Mar is holicity independent, so we recover the results of ref. (z) for the total cross-section and the virtual-photon mass distribution. We must only include the Ca. t, factor of oq. (11) or, if we sum over all neutrino families, we just multiply by
where £V is the number of fermionic generations. For 2 = + ½, g(JV, 2) = £V as it should. The cross-section is thus given by where a, fl depend on the target and on the incoming charged lepton. We huve evaluated these cross-section coefficients using the experimental nuclear form A. PlOa and y. BERNAB~I7 factor (6) for ~6Fe and 20sPb and the current values of the weak interaction l)arameters (7). The results are given in In fig. 2 we l)lot the ratio 8 ~ c~/g(N, ,~) for the resulting cross-sections as functions of the incoming energy. The polarization effects are described entirely by the factor g(N, 4). For throe generations, we have (21) g(3, ½) = 3, g(3, --1) : 33.25, .q(3) = 18.12.
We conclude that, if the number of generations is not very large, the chaxgedcurrent contribution is dominant for left-handed helicity. For unpolarized muons at 300 GoV, and assuming three generations, the cross-section is 6.6-• 10 -40 cm 2 for 66Fo and 4.10 -agcm 2 for 2ospb.
-Energy spectrum.
To extract the differential distributions of the outgoing charged lepton, we have to change the strategy based on the global properties of the electromagnetic lel)tonic tensor M~. To proceed with the differential distributions, we start from eq. (16), inserted in eq. (9).
We perform the P2 integration in the laboratory frame, but choosing an sl)ecial orientation for the axis: P = 0, (Pl + q)][~, q el)lane (y = 0). It is convenient to change the variable x6 by the new one z = xa + x6. One obtains Lett., 23, 1402 Lett., 23, (1969 . (7) Phys., 53, 211 (1981) .
In this frame, only x~ depends on the azimuth ~2, so the ~ integration is immediate. The P' integration is also made in the laboratory frame~ but with the ordinary axis orientation, i.e. P ~ O, p~]12. We have
To obtain the phase-space limits is a very tedious process~ and it is outlined briefly in appendix B, where the integration limits for x~, x2~ E2 and z are given. The kinematical upper limit for x~ is not effeetiv% because the presence of the nuclear form factor in the virtual-photon mass distribution limits x~ to small values.
It is possible to get an analytic estimate of the high-energy tail of the energy spectrum for zero-mass leprous. In this case, the integration limits reduce to The energy distribution is strongly peaked at low energies, where the estimate (25) is not valid. We have evaluated the spectrum numerically~ for incoming muons and electrons on 5~Fe. The resulting distribution is plotted in fig. 3 for incoming energies of 100 and 300 GeV. We have drawn the function #(E~) ~ (da/dE2)(2)/g(N ~ 2). For outgoing energies larger than 1 GeV, we find a similar behaviour for muons and electrons, though with slightly larger values in the latter case. In this range of energies, eq. (25) is a good approximation. One sees that the maximum value of the distribution appears very close to the lower limit of E2, ~(E2) falling rapidly to zero for E2 = m. For the two incoming energies considered, the maximum for ~(E2) occurs at values of E2 around 600 MeV in the muon case and 3 MeV in the electron case.
The mean values for E2 are given in table II. One notices that the charged ) and 300 ( ) GeV, and 10 -le (GeV) -3 for muons of 100 (------) and 300 (---) GeV.
lepton losts a big amount of its energy during the neutrino-antineutrino radiation process. This fact helps for the detection of the process through the low-energy outgoing charged lepton, because the main background mainly produces energetic charged leptons.
-Angular distribution.
To obtain the angular distribution of the final charged lepton we work in the laboratory frame, referring the /~-direction to the axis defined by the incoming lepton, i.e. we choose P = 0, pll]~. Taking into account the cylinder symmetry of the collision process, we have
The angular dependences come from the invariant xs, given by
(27) x5 ----E1E~ --IPll IP2i cos 02.
To perform the P'-intcgration we take a different axis orientation, choosing the frame P----0, (pl--p2)ll~, P2 ~ plane (y --~ 0). It is convenient to substitute x2 by the new v~ri~ble y = x2-xa, so where H = (El --E~) 2 -t-2(% --m-~). The only ~q-dependenee comes through xa and this integration can be made analytically. The phase-space limits are given in appendix C. By performing numerically the integrations over Xl, E~ and y, we hav~ studied the angular distribution behaviour for incoming muons and electrons on 56Fe, at incident energies of 100 and 300 GeV. The results are given in fig. 4 , showing the quantity ~(0~) ~ (dg/d(cos 02))(~)/g(N, 4). As expected, the angular distribution is strongly peaked in the forward direction. Nevertheless, one obtains appreciable mean values for the dispersion angle, as shown in table II.
-Quasi-elastic contribution.
The results discussed up to now come from the assumed dominance of the coherent nuclear process. There are additional contributions coming from the nuclear excitations induced by the virtual photon. We discuss here the corrections due to the quasi-elastic peak contribution. This corresponds to the incoherent interaction of the virtual photon with the individual nucleons. One needs in the hadronic vertex the matrix element of the electromagnetic current for a spin-½ particle (29)
(Jl,)-= eu(P')lY#Fl(q2)--i~--F~(q2)|u(P),\/
where the notation is conventional and M is the nucleon mass. The dominant contributions come from the virtual photons with xlN0.1 (GeV) ~, so the xl<<x~ (i~>2) approximation, used in the calculation of the leptonic tensor, remains valid. On the other hand, one cannot neglect any longer the virtualphoton energy qO --_ _ Xl]2M. We have used the dipole fit for the Sachs form factors (s) of the nucleon and the results for the virtual-photon mass distribution are given in fig. 5 , as (30) 
x~,,(xi)----x~/g(~,~),
whore the subindex n refers to the nucleon considered, either proton or neutron. As seen, the neutron contribution is much smaller than the proton one and we can safely neglect it.
The contribution of the nuclear quasi-elastic peak to the cross-section of the process is then
(s) M. GoreD!N: Phys. l~ep., 11, 29 (1974) . As expected on physical grounds, the modification introduced by the quasielastic contribution is more important for ~Fe than for 2Ospb. It is somewhat more relevant in the muonic case than in the electronic one. At incoming energies of 300 GeV, the quasi-elastic cross-section represents 18 % for muons and iron, 12 % for electrons and iron, 11% for muons and lead and 6 % for electrons and lead.
-Inelastic corrections.
It is known that the deep inelastic contribution to the process under study is negligible (~), but there are other intermediate regions which are worth to consider. We study the region of small x 1 vMues not included in the quasielastic peak, for which the nuclear excitation energies v-~-(_Pq)= --MqO= Me) axe not Hnked to xl. In this region one can use the retarded dipole approximation, relating the and J. BERNAB~U hadronic structure functions to the photoabsorption cross-section
The form factor E(Xl) is needed to cut the contribution of large x~ values~ for which the unretarded approximation would not be appropriate. In our case, it suffices to take a
.
where a is related to the nuclear radius a = 6<r~> -1. In the inelastic contribution, the two variables of the photon xl and co are relevant, and it is important the comparison of their effective values against the new scale a. For the muonic case, the restriction x~ ~< a leads to consider the approximation x~<< m ~ as appropriate. This simplifies notably the leptonic tensor. Our aim is to write the cross-section of the process as a sum rule over the different energies co, with an explicit function ](w, a) weighting the photon cross-section av(w ). After a lengthy calculation we get As we see, for all the co values one has the inequality ]< > ](w, a) > 1>, so 1< can be used to obtain an overestimate of this inelastic contribution to the total cross-section. The result is For heavy nuclei (A ~ 100), o_i is well fitted (9) by a_l ----(0.20i0.02)A-~ rob, which can be used to evaluate expression (36). At the incoming energy E~ ----z 100 GeV, and for ~osPb, we get g < 2.10-44g(iV, 4) cm% which is about four orders of magnitude smaller than the coherent contribution. So we conclude that the region of nuclear excitations at low x~ is also negligible. Many-I; ermion Systems, Iowa, 1979 (Plenum Press, New York, 1~. Y., 1980 . We have considered the production of neutrino pairs by high-energy charged leptons. The main contribution results from the coherent nuclear Coulombic source. Corrections coming from the quasi-elastic peak are appreciable, whereas other inelastic nuclear excitations are negligible.
Allowing for an arbitrary polarization of the lepton beam, there are contributions to the process for both charged-current and neutral-current weak interactions. The dependence on the number of generations and on the helicity of the incoming lepton amounts to a global factor g(N, 2) given by eq. (17) which reproduces g(N, + ½) = N. Unless N is very large, the charged-current contribution is dominant for left-handed hehcity.
The energy spectrum of the outgoing charged lepton is peaked at low energies, with a maximum around six times its mass. There is, however, a tail of the distribution which produces a mean value of the energy somewhat higher and given in table II. In any case, we observe that the charged lepton loses most of its energy in the process of radiating the neutrino pair.
The angular distribution of the outgoing charged lepton is strongly peaked in the forward direction. Nevertheless, one obtains appreciable mean values of the dispersion angle as indicated in table II.
The results presented in this paper for the distributions of the outgoing charged lepton correspond to incoming energies up to 300 GeV, as the ones of muon beams at present facilities. In case that future facilities will provide lepton beams at higher energies, the corresponding distributions can be obtained from the authors. We restrict ourselves to left-handed helicity and zero-mass fermions, so we can eliminate the Y5 matrices in eq. (3) by using the fact that spinors are eigenvectors of the Y5 operator, i.e.
(A.1) ~ou(2=--½)=u(~=--½).
We introduce the set of 16 Dirac matrices For zero-mass particles, the fermionic current preserves or changes the helicity according to the odd or even number of gamma matrices it contains; so, only the even operators, [, 7~ and a~, will contribute to eqs. (A.4). The 7a matrices can be eliminated by using again identity (A.1). For the terms containing the a~ operator we make the expansion
The helicity argument indicates now that the only contributions come from the odd operators 7~ and 757~. Eliminating the Y5 matrices, we can write
o~ and ~" where s, t, are combinations of gamma traces. We get after some algebra ) . 
APPENDIX B
Phase space for the energy distribution.
The squared invariant mass of the ~ pair, k 2, is related to the variable z through the equation Another set of boundaries come from the --1 < cos02 <1 condition, which imposes z2 < z < z4, where One easily checks that z2>~zl, so z = z2. To obtain the upper z limit is not trivial at all, because there are several cuts among zs, z4 and z2. These boundaries restrict also the allowed x~ values, because of the existence of regions where z2 > zs, so the x~ limits do not always take the values given in ref. 
f2 --½x~ + m(E1 + qO_ m).
The relation between ~Q and ~ regulates whether $+ or $_ is the one which cuts in E~--7_.
In the high-energy limit (E~ >>m, x~), 7~ can be approwimated by Similarly to the energy phase-space distribution, we obtain two sets of boundaries over the variable y from the --1 <COS0q<l condition and the k 2 kinematicM limits. However, the situation is now simpler and one obtains 
